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Skip to headerSkip to main contentSkip for footerIs A Fix Coming Soon for Social Security? Social Security has COVID-19 pandemic funding problems has worsened. What are the prospects for Congress and the next administration to do some... James K. Glassman's Stock Picks for 2021Kiplinger's Investing
OutlookKiplinger columnist James K. Glassman has chosen 10 shares a year for decades now. We're talking about what's on the 2021 list, and how previous options are... Doug Glanville on Racing, Sport - and Personal Finance ContributorKiplinger (and former Major League Baseball player) Doug Glanville shared
insights from years of playing games - and investing. Also, what... State Taxes in the Middle Class, with Kiplinger's Year Rocky MengleEvery ranked all 50 states for their tax warmth. For 2020, Senior Tax Editor Rocky Mengle has put a focus on the middle class. H... Your Year-End Financials To-Do ListCoronavirus and
MoneyWe you know you have a lot to deal with, but this is a must-check task before the year runs out on you. How Holiday Shopping Happens in PandemicBlack Friday and Cyber Monday this year will be like never before. DealNews analyst Julie Ramhold joins us to discuss how to navigate the sales season. ... Making
Intelligent Choice During Open RegistrationReady Editor Lisa Gerstner walks through a new variable of the 2020 open enrollment season. Also, hosts Sandy Block and David Muhlbaum talk... Financial Benefits for Military Families FinancialMsonal for Military Family Veterans Day, we go through benefits and programs
aimed at balancing some of the financial risks service members take. Also, host David Muhlbaum... State Taxes on Polls 2020 -- Pots, Real Estate and MoreKiplinger.com senior tax editor Rocky Mengle joins your Money Worth podcast to discuss important tax questions at stake on hel this year... Portfolio Regulation
60:40 Requires RebootJared Woodard, head of Bank of America's research investment committee, joins your Money Worth podcast to discuss portfolio rules 60:40. Also... Meet Brandon Copeland: NFL Linebacker, New Kiplinger ContributorWe talk to Kiplinger's latest collaborator. Playing outside the linebacker for the
New England Patriots is just one of the ironies he has in flames - ... Everything You Need to Know About Amazon Prime DayKiplinger.com editor and veteran comparison buyer Bob Niedt joins your Money Worth podcast to talk about ins and outs of Amazon Prime Day.... How to Fly Safe for This Less FallScott Keyes,
founder of Scott Cheap Flights, joins your Money Worth podcast to discuss strategies for snagging orchestrated in comin... What to Need About the Tax Extended Deadline on October 15 (Ep. 46 Rebroadcast)Kiplinger.com tax editor Rocky Mengle joins host Ryan Ermey to discuss what you need to know about the tax
extension deadline of October 15. Also, Kipling ... Where You Need to Invest NowKiplinger.com senior investment editor Kyle Woodley joins Us Worth Your Money to answer investor questions about tech stocks, election a ... How to Fund Home Schooling ChildrenKiplinger.com web editor Andrea Browne Taylor joins
your Money Worth podcast for a discussion on the financial pros and cons of homeschooling yo... How to Save car resident CarKiplinger Used Teacher David Muhlbaum joined host Ryan Ermey on our Podcast Your Money Worth to offer tips for buying used cars. Also, pie ... How to Find the Right Life Insurance Policy
for CEO of YouPolicygenius.com and co-founder Jennifer Fitzgerald joins your Money Worth podcast to offer advice on choosing a life insurance policy. Also... Preparations for Retirement: Your Financial Surprise May Never Be ExpectedOrtired Kiplinger's Personal Finance editor Janet Bodnar joins our Money Worth
podcast to talk about how to prepare for silicon waters in retirement... The Pros and Cons of Buying an RV in President of the Retirement Traders Association Phil Ingrassia joins our Worth Your Money podcast to break the advantages and traps possess recreation... How To Hire Your Financial Planner The Board of
TrustCFP Ceo Kevin Keller joins your Money Worth podcast to offer best practices for hiring a financial planner. Also, our host Ryan Ermey and... Stock Markets, Losing and LearnedKiplinger.com senior investment editor Kyle Woodley joins your Money Worth podcast to discuss what we can learn about investing from
ma stocks... How COVID-19 Changed The Way Families Saves On CollegeCollegeFinance.com's Kevin Walker joins our Your Money Worth podcast to discuss how the global health pandemic affects the way families plan... Travel Is Cheap: Where to Go, What to Staff Writer ExpectKiplinger Emma Patch joins your
Money Worth podcast to talk about travel deals, cancellation policies, new sanitation protocols o... Still Need To File Your Taxes? Deadline Is July 15th &amp;; R Block chief tax officer Kathy Pickering joins the Podcast Worth Your Money to offer advice for last-minute tax files. Also, our host Ryan Er ... Podcasts are
audio presentations that you can hear on smartphone computers and platforms like Windows, Mac, iPhone, and Android. It is an internet version of radio talk, with additional benefits such as the ability to listen on your own time frame rather than being forced to adapt on certain days and times. Podcasts differ from what
you usually hear on the radio, just like the way YouTube videos differ from what you watch on television. The term podcast comes from combining iPods and broadcasts. IPod's ability to save music files (and hedit audio files) lead to their use as an audio broadcast player (podcast) in the early days of the podcast.
Podcasts are defined by the ability to subscribe to audio files instead of certain platforms. Podcasts are a series of 'episodes' stored in the same type of audio file that we use to store music on our laptops or smartphones. Similar to that of or talk radio shows, podcasts are generally centered around themes such as
politics, sports, entertainment, horror, games, etc. Each 'episode' usually revolts around the subject in the theme. You can listen to individual episodes or you can subscribe to a podcast, which is usually free. For example, Pod Saves America is a news podcast progressively taking political news. It is hosted by four
people and shows often include guests who offer their opinions. Episodes tend to centre on something political in nature such as health care or tax reform. At the end of a completely different spectrum are Critical Roles, a podcast hosted by Geek and Sundry featuring voice actors through the Dungeons and Dragons
campaigns. Each episode is an adventure in that campaign, with longer adventures broken down into multiple episodes. The number of podcast episodes will vary depending on who produces the show. The obvious difference between podcast radio series talks is the availability at the request of the podcast. However,
many popular talk radio shows unleashed a podcast version of the show to reach listeners who missed regular shows. Pod Save America is one of the most popular podcasts online. Wikimedia Commons/Rhododendrites So how else are different podcasts? Well, there are only a lot of bandwidth available for radio
broadcasts, so talk shows need to appeal to a wide audience to catch an audience in a certain time. The same restrictions do not apply to podcasts distributed over the internet, so you'll see subjects with more limited appeals and podcasts that don't have the same type of budget. This is one of the biggest benefits of
podcasts. If you have an interest, although the importance is very niche, there may be a podcast that covers it. And better, you can listen at home, in cars or anywhere else because podcasts can travel with you in your smartphone. Now we know what podcasts are, how do we find them? There are thousands of free
online podcasts available through various hosting services. The service allows you to subscribe to certain podcasts and download them as each new episode is available, even warning you to a new episode if you have an app on your phone. If you own an iPhone or iPad, you already have an app dedicated to podcasts
on the device. The Podcast app, which you can easily find using Spotlight Search, will allow you to search for different podcasts, stream certain episodes and subscribe to podcasts. There are also some fantastic Podcast apps available for iPhone and iPad. There are plenty of free podcast applications for Android too.
Anywhere can you make a swim first into the podcast pool. One thing we can't tell you is which podcast is right for you. There are thousands of free podcast downloads for almost any interest. Here's a look at the best Podcasts everyone listens to now. Thanks for telling us! Tell us why! Why! Why!
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